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Episode 190 “Nothing but the Rain, Part 3”: The Luna is currently in orbit of Stilgar 3.  Everything seems quiet in the space around the planet and the deployment of the weather control satellite is about to commence.  Meanwhile the Away Team, consisting of the CO, CIV, CTO and Ambassador Lenore have beamed down to a set of co-ordinates on the planet given by the Ambassador and have been surrounded by a dozen armed men...
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=
FCO_Shania says:
::leaves bridge to head to the Shuttlebay::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: On the bridge, quietly monitoring things.::
CTO_Faris says:
@::Looks around for a moment, then pauses with his hand halfway up to his commbadge, looking around:: Seems we found the party...
Host CO_Savar says:
@::Holds his position and glances at the Ambassador::
Host Amb_Lenore says:
@::returns the CO's glance, smiles and steps forward and asks in a commanding tone:: All: What is going on here?
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::thinking to himself on what kind of intel to gather first about the planet and its inhabitants::
FCO_Shania says:
::arrives at the Shuttlebay, looking for Walsh::
Host Marcus_Walsh says:
::sees the FCO approach and waves her over::
Host Guard_Captain says:
@Lenore: My... my lady, is that you?  I am... sorry, we had no idea... we were not informed of anyone beaming down...
CTO_Faris says:
@::Breaths a sigh of relief, slowly lowering his hand as he looks to the CO::

@ACTION: As one the armed party surround the AT lower their weapons, many looking sheepish under their robes

FCO_Shania says:
::walks over:: Walsh: Hi, you requested my assistance. How can I help?
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@All: Now that was a warm welcome
Host Marcus_Walsh says:
::gives the FCO sharp glare:: FCO: If you were the one who was flying this ship to this planet I trust you will take more care when you remove this satellite from this ship
CTO_Faris says:
@::Shrugs a touch:: CIV: It is not as if we would not do exactly the same to an unexpected teleporting team.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CTO: Us intelligence types usually don't make our presence known when beaming to the surface of a planet. So I'm not used to coming through the front door so to speak
Host Guard_Captain says:
@CO: I must apologize, what with the current situation h- - - ::suddenly becomes quiet::
CO_Savar says:
@::Staying quiet, looking to the Ambassador for cues::
FCO_Shania says:
Walsh: Didn't have enough coffee yet, did we?
Host Amb_Lenore says:
@CO: I am sorry about this Captain, I assure you it will not happen again.  Unfortunately though I will need to excuse myself for a few moments, there are things I will need to attend to, please, feel free to use the adjoining room, I shall send someone to collect you
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::wonders if he heard that guard Captain right, a situation? Sounds like something that needs further investigating::
FCO_Shania says:
Walsh: Anyways, what can I do to help?
CTO_Faris says:
@::Nods to CIV, smiling merrily:: CIV: Each to their own.
Host Marcus_Walsh says:
FCO: All you Starfleet types are the same, so cocky and sure of themselves.  I need you to pilot this satellite into orbit.  I’m sure you can handle that
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::Ewan smiles back::
CO_Savar says:
@Amb: Of course, Ambassador.  ::Turns to face his officers::  CTO: Ensign, would you please contact the vessel and inform them of our situation - and that the rest of the Ambassador's party can beam down?
FCO_Shania says:
Walsh: If I try real hard maybe I won't bump it into anything...

@ACTION: Without another word the Ambassador files out, followed by all but two of the armed guards, who remain guarding the exit the party just left through.

CTO_Faris says:
@CO: Aye sir ::Takes a few paces back, then taps his badge:: *XO*: We have arrived safely, situation is secure and the rest of the envoy may arrive when ready Sir.
Host Marcus_Walsh says:
FCO: Be sure that you don't, we have spent the last 3 months constructing this thing, we cannot afford another 3 months
FCO_Shania says:
::heads to the nearby console and accesses satellite controls:: Walsh: Let me know when you are ready.

ACTION: A standard Federation runabout drops out of warp a few million kilometers away from the Luna

CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CTO: I wonder what time we eat, I'm kind of hungry. Don't know why
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Peers out the Roundabout's window, trying to get a glimpse of the Luna.::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Hands back another signed report to an ensign and stands up to wonder around a bit.::
CTO_Faris says:
@::Laughs softly as he nods to CIV:: CIV: I believe we are going to get on quite well sir.
Host Marcus_Walsh says:
::taps a few buttons and picks up a couple of PADDs:: FCO: I am ready when you are ::hands the FCO a PADD:: these are the co-ordinates you must get the satellite to.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CTO: I sure miss my wife’s cooking
CTO_Faris says:
@CIV: Your wife does not travel with you?
CTO_Faris says:
@::Taps his commbadge again:: *XO*: Sir?
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CTO: She's back on Earth. She left Star Fleet to raise our children and she thought that it was better to raise them back on Earth rather gallivanting around space.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
*CTO*: Singh here.
FCO_Shania says:
::takes the PADD:: Walsh: Already, just gimme a minute to get this data programmed  into the satellite.
CTO_Faris says:
@::Smiles to CIV and nods his understanding, then tries his message again:: *XO*: We have arrived safely Sir, the rest of the party may join us at their leisure.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Nods to OPS to give their new CMO permission to beam aboard.::
FCO_Shania says:
::powers up thrusters and slowly guides the satellite towards the Shuttlebay doors:: *Bridge* This is Shania. Please open the Shuttlebay doors for the satellite.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Nods towards OPS to open the doors.::
CO_Savar says:
@::Waits for the remainder of the away team::
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Shoulders his bag and waits for the runabout to touch down, nervously fidgeting with the shoulder strap.::

@ACTION: Behind the CO and his team the Ambassadors escort beams down, swiftly they drift off into various directions and are lost from sight

CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::Ewan begins to miss "real" food, replicated food just isn't the same::

ACTION: The runabout carrying the CMO glides into the ships secondary shuttlebay and touches down softly

CTO_Faris says:
@::Watches the others appear, then wander off curiously:: CIV: They obviously feel it's safe enough down here.
FCO_Shania says:
::watches the doors slide open:: Walsh: Any last wishes, thoughts or prayers?
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CTO: Seems so, but I will remain alert
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Thanks his pilot, then straightens up and heads through the back, waiting for the door to open. As it touches down on the shuttlebay floor, he steps down the ramp, looking around for any kind of welcoming posse.::
Host Marcus_Walsh says:
::gives the FCO another one of his looks:: FCO: I pray for your sake that you don't break it.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Nods to OPS as it is reported that their new doctor had arrived.::  OPS: Let them know, standard procedures.
CTO_Faris says:
@::Nods a touch:: CIV: That's my point, one group seem to think they may come under attack, and yet her escort just... wander off?
FCO_Shania says:
Walsh: Thanks for your concern.

@ACTION: A small humble looking man enters the room that contains the AT and makes his way over to them

CO_Savar says:
@::Starts to respond to the CTO and CIV, but is silent as the newcomer approaches::
FCO_Shania says:
::guides the satellite out of the ship::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Curious how things are going with the satellite, but does not want to disturb them.::
Host Clancy says:
@::looks nervous as he approaches the newcomers:: All: I...a-apologize for k-keeping you waiting. P-please, can I ask you t-to move into this side room? ::ushers the AT towards a door at the end of the room::
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Acknowledges the message, smiling faintly, and lets himself be guided to the nearest turbolift, instructing it to take him to the Bridge.::
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CTO: Something they know that we don't perhaps. ::notices someone new come towards them::
CTO_Faris says:
@::Nods lightly to MacPherson, then falls silent as the newcomer approaches. His eyes looking to the CO for instruction::
Host Marcus_Walsh says:
::hands the FCO one of his padds:: FCO: If you can maneuver it to these co-ordinates please.
SO_Silver says:
XO: Satellite launched.
CO_Savar says:
@::Feels the gaze of his team on him::  Clancy: And for what purpose are we again being moved into a further side room?
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Nods in acknowledgment.::
FCO_Shania says:
::takes the PADD:: Walsh: I will do that.
Host Clancy says:
@::fidgets:: CO: B-because we would like to know you are i-in a safe place.
FCO_Shania says:
::maneuvers the satellite to Walsh's co-ordinates::
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::Ewan looks at the new arrival::
CO_Savar says:
@::Raises an eyebrow::  Clancy: Are you informing me that we were placed in an unsafe location?
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Glances over at Tolson who doesn't appear worried about anything.::
CTO_Faris says:
@::Frowns at that, slipping his tricorder off his belt and flipping it open to do a brief scan of the area::
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Steps from the turbolift as the doors open, and out onto the Bridge. He pauses just there by the doors, evaluating the place, taking quick stock of who's who and where before standing at ease and waiting for the Commander to be less occupied.::

@ACTION: Clancy appears to be of indeterminate age and of average build and height.  He does however seem to be extremely fragile, but the extent that his body is covered conceals whether this is truth or an elaborate deception

FCO_Shania says:
*XO* I just wanted to inform you that the satellite was launched. I'm moving it to the given co-ordinates now.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Hearing the swoosh of the door turns to see a man with hair a bit on the wild side.:: CMO: Doctor, welcome aboard.

@ACTION: The CTO's tricorder returns nothing of interest, just some adjoining rooms and a dozen or so lifeforms in the surrounding area

CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::to self:: I wonder what this Clancy fellow is hiding?
CMO_Anghelides says:
::He smiles broadly, if nervously, to the XO, and snaps to a too-rigid attention.:: XO: Thank you, Commander. You, um. Asked for me to report to you on arrival.
Host Clancy says:
@CO: N-no, it was merely a f-figure of speech.  P-please? ::motions for the AT to follow him again::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
CMO: Relax.  Just standard procedures.  :: Reaches a hand out for his orders.::
CTO_Faris says:
@::Nods lightly as he flips the tricorder closed again, putting it away again as he looks Clancy over::
FCO_Shania says:
::sees the satellite has reached the co-ordinates:: Walsh: The satellite is where you wanted it.
CMO_Anghelides says:
::He nods, relaxing again before he can pass out. He roots around in his bag and retrieves a PADD, then moves down toward Singh, offering it to her.:: XO: Signed, sealed and delivered, sir.
CO_Savar says:
@Clancy: I see.  ::As he begins to walk with Clancy::  Perhaps the translator has difficulty translating between new dialects.  Could you explain what the phrase means?
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@All: I guess it's better than standing in a hallway
CTO_Faris says:
@:Blinks, then draws his tricorder again, repeating the scan, then just silently offering the device to MacPherson to show him the readings::
Host Clancy says:
@::shuffles towards a side room, a most strange walk:: CO: I-it means somewhere w-where we know you will be.  I-it is always difficult to k-keep track of guests.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Glances through the orders, then thumbs her acknowledgment as well as adding a few things before handing it back to him.::  CMO:  I have added your room assignments and the few codes you will need.  Officially welcome aboard.  I hope your stay is long and boring.  :: smiles.::
CO_Savar says:
@Clancy: Do you often have guests?
CMO_Anghelides says:
::He purses his lips.:: XO: If I may speak freely, sir?
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Nods her head::
Host Marcus_Walsh says:
::checks the FCO's readings:: FCO: Well there might be something else to you than adequate aptitude, then ::taps a few PADDs then looks up:: FCO: You are still here?  Oh yes, I will not need you anymore.
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::looks at the tricorder:: CTO Nothing unusual I guess
CMO_Anghelides says:
::He smiles wryly.:: XO: I didn't join Starfleet for a dull life, sir.
CTO_Faris says:
@::Shakes his head slightly, Intelligence operatives. Then he leans over to murmur quietly to him:: CIV: New signals, they were blocked some how on the ship.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: chuckles:: CMO: No insult intended.  Perhaps I should say, may most of your time be found in labs and other interesting things.  :: A touch of sadness is hinted in her eyes.::  And very little patching folks together.
FCO_Shania says:
Walsh: Why thanks for the time I was allowed to spend in your company. Maybe you'll try manners next time.  ::walks out::
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::Ewan looks up from the tricorder. He couldn't help to notice what Clancy said about not always keeping tabs on guests. Maybe this will help him in the long run.::
Host Clancy says:
@CO: S-sometimes. ::opens the door to the side room and leads the AT in::
CMO_Anghelides says:
::He nods a little, stuffing the PADD back into his bag.:: XO: And here I was hoping for the occasional away team, sir. ::He grins suddenly.:: XO: As well as all that deeply fascinating lab work and crew medicals...
CO_Savar says:
@::Thinks to ask the Ambassador about previous guests at some point::  Clancy: Can you tell us how soon we should expect to see Ambassador Lenore again?
FCO_Shania says:
::makes her way towards the bridge::

@ACTION: The away team are presented with a room similar to the one they just left.  The walls are sandy in color but this one has a table with some chairs in the center.  There is a small window in the northern wall.

CTO_Faris says:
@::Heads in, slipping his tricorder away once more as he moves over to the window and peers out, curious about this new world.::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Conspiratorially:: CMO:  I should probably not mention the captain is over due for his physical.  As for Away teams, each mission is different we shall see.  For now the captain is leading a team in some sort of celebration.  If you care to join him, I can ask.
Host Clancy says:
@CO: I a-am sorry, I do not know when The Lady will r-return.  I a-am sure she will be as expedient as possible ::casually glances at the AT::
SO_Silver says:
XO: Launch seems to have been smooth and everything is working according to the information given me.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
SO: Thanks...
CMO_Anghelides says:
XO: I wouldn't wish to intrude. I should go check out sickbay and take an inventory. ::He nods slightly.:: But thank you for the offer, sir.
CO_Savar says:
@Clancy: Very well.  Please ensure that she is aware that our location has moved.
FCO_Shania says:
::enters TL and rides to the bridge::
Host Clancy says:
@::speaks in a much more sure voice for a moment:: CO: She will know.
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Ewan turns his attention back to the CTO:: @CTO: Nice find, I would let the CO know about the new signals. ::while thinking to himself that he will take a self guided tour later::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Nods:: CMO:  Your gear has probably arrived in your quarters.  Take your time in settling in, things are quiet... at the moment.  You have a good staff, but there was a major turnover recently which should be in your favor.
CTO_Faris says:
@::Glances back to Clancy and lifts an eyebrow at the odd change in tone, then he turns and nods to MacPherson::
Host Clancy says:
@::returns to his previous tones:: All: I-if you will excuse me, I h-have to attend to some other m-matters. ::bows pathetically to the AT and heads for the exit::
CMO_Anghelides says:
::He quirks an eyebrow slightly, and ponders a moment before murmuring:: XO: Thank you, sir.
FCO_Shania says:
::feels the TL stop and gets out::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Nods and turns her head toward tactical.::  TO: All clear?
TO_Tolson says:
XO:  Still clear.
FCO_Shania says:
XO: The satellite is in orbit. Walsh watches it now, he didn't need me down there anymore.
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Sucks in some air, then nods to himself and turns to head for the turbolift, offering the FCO a smile in passing.::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
FCO: May I introduce our new CMO.
CO_Savar says:
@::Turns to fully face his away team::  CTO/CIV: I am uncertain if "interesting" fully covers this situation.
CMO_Anghelides says:
::He pauses. Oh lordy. Introductions already.::
FCO_Shania says:
::grins at the doc:: CMO: Welcome aboard Doctor.
CTO_Faris says:
@::Sighs softly at the darkness outside. Then turns as Clancy leaves:: CO: Sir, something else of note, the ambassador and escort are now giving out readable lifesigns. Quite different from their time on the ship.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
CMO: Commander Shania has recently joined us well.
CMO_Anghelides says:
FCO: Thank you... ::His eyes flit to her pips, then back to her face:: Commander.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
FCO:  As soon as the doctor has checked things out, while it is quiet, he can complete some physicals, including yours.
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO: It seems that they are deliberately keeping us in the dark
CO_Savar says:
@CTO: That is curious.  They have strict religious beliefs about being scanned; ensure that they do not detect or witness your scanning.
FCO_Shania says:
XO: Oh....yeah ok.
CMO_Anghelides says:
::He chuckles apologetically.:: FCO: Sorry, Commander. If it helps, I left my leeches back home...
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Her face straight, but her eyes dance with humor.::
CTO_Faris says:
@::Nods and slips the tricorder away:: CO: Sadly this time it was required after all the strange comments. I shall try and restrict it from here on in.
FCO_Shania says:
CMO: In that case I'm looking forward to my physical. ::grins::
CO_Savar says:
@CTO: I believe it is most excusable at this time.  I am also feeling slightly out of place.  This is not how Starfleet would treat visiting dignitaries.

ACTION: On the Luna sensors detect a power surge from the planets atmosphere, at least 16 individual signature all come alive at once, it appears the weather control system is active.

CMO_Anghelides says:
FCO: I knew I could bring you round, sir. Now if you'll excuse me? ::He smiles, a little less nervous now, and returns on his path toward the turbolift.::
CTO_Faris says:
@::Nods gently: CO: Thank you sir. ::Then he turns back to the window out of a desire to at least see open air::
FCO_Shania says:
CMO: Of course, I'm sure you need to get settled in. ::walks to her console::

@ACTION: A cool breeze catches the CTO's cheek

SO_Silver says:
XO: I am picking up 16 different signatures from the planets atmosphere.  The system seems to be up.
CO_Savar says:
@CIV: Did you also catch the comment our relocator made regarding other visitors to the planet?  We should discretely ask about past visiting parties to the planet.  It may clear up some questions regarding their technological level.
CMO_Anghelides says:
::He smiles a little, and slips into the turbolift as the doors open, only collapsing back against the rear wall once they close again. Exhaling slowly, he finally murmurs:: Sickbay. ::Then closes his eyes a moment as the lift whooshes quietly on its way.::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
SO: Let Dr. Walsh know we are reading his satellites.
SO_Silver says:
:: Nods and sends the message to Walsh.::
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::nods:: CO: I caught it, and I couldn't also help to hear about not being able to not always being able to keep tabs on them. This may just be what I need to take a closer look at my leisure
CTO_Faris says:
@::Breaths deeply, smiling merrily as he looks out, his night vision leaving the view pretty clear::
FCO_Shania says:
::plops down in her chair and checks their orbit::
Host Governor_Fara says:
@::is a large man although not very tall, strides into the room containing the AT and bellows in a voice that is far too loud to be believable:: All: Friends! Guests!  I am sorry to have kept you waiting!  We were not expecting you until the morning, but that is not excuse!
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Straightens himself out, scratching at his beard a little, before exiting the TL and pausing to get his bearings. Then he heads into Sickbay.::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
FCO: How did it go?  You didn't exactly looked to pleased arriving back on the bridge.
CO_Savar says:
@::Turns to yet another new person::  Fara: Greeting.  I am Captain Savar, of the United Federation of Planets vessel USS Luna.  This is Captain MacPherson-Quest, and Ensign Faris.

ACTION: On the Luna just for a moment a 17th energy signature pops up on the sensors,  it dances across the lower atmosphere for a moment before winking out of existence

CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::nods at Fara::
CTO_Faris says:
@::Glances around, lifting an eyebrow again at the booming fellow. Then he dips his head gently:: Greetings.
FCO_Shania says:
XO: Everything went well with the satellite just Walsh doesn't seem to be used to work with humans.
SO_Silver says:
Self: Odd... :: Looks back through her scans.::
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Sends a silent thank-you to the gods of putting Ensigns in charge of other Ensigns, before introducing himself to his staff and insisting on a full run-down of any current patients, ailments, alerts, and incidents.::
TO_Tolsen says:
:: glancing at the SO checks sensors as well.::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
FCO:  That is possible.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Hearing Silver turns to look at her questioningly.:: SO: Something up?
Host Governor_Fara says:
@CO: I am Governor Michielle Fara ::moves over and embraces the CO:: I thank you for bringing my Daughter back to me!  It has been so quiet here without her!
SO_Silver says:
XO: I could have sworn I picked up another energy signature... there.  I did.
TO_Tolsen says:
XO: Verified.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
FCO: Did Welsh mention anything to you?
CO_Savar says:
@Fara: We have been honored to have her with us.  It is always a fine day for the Federation when we can welcome another planet.
FCO_Shania says:
XO: Nope, nothing.
CTO_Faris says:
@::Tenses up just ever so slightly as the CO is grabbed, his hand lightly hovering over his waistband::
SO_Silver says:
XO: Signature matches our sensor ghost.
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Packs a nurse off to run a full, visual inventory and generate a comprehensive list of assets to ensure stock complies with the records. Nothing like getting caught short in an emergency.::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
FCO: Our friend has shown up again?
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
TO: Track it if you can.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
FCO: Let the captain know.
FCO_Shania says:
XO: Aye aye ::contacts the AT::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
TO: Take us to yellow alert.
TO_Tolson says:
:: nods and activates yellow alert status.::
Host Governor_Fara says:
@::releases the CO:: CO: I am glad, I know she can sometimes be a bit of a handful!  ::straightens his robes but to no avail:: I hope that while you are here we can show you some of our hospitality as you have shown us!
CO_Savar says:
@Fara: I look forward to it.
FCO_Shania says:
*CO*: Captain Savar, this is the Luna. We made a discovery up here.

ACTION: On the Luna the lighting changes slightly to indicate the ship is at yellow alert

CMO_Anghelides says:
::Looks up as the ship goes to yellow alert, slowing down just as he was about to put his butt firmly on his nice, new office chair. Well, new to him, anyway. Murmurs quietly to himself:: Well, that didn't take long...
CTO_Faris says:
@::Relaxes again, his head flexing to the sides a little as he does. A hand patting down to check his phaser is still in place. Just in case::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Looks from SO to TO::
CO_Savar says:
@Fara: Will you excuse me for a moment?  ::Steps towards the window and turns his back towards the father::  *Luna*: Luna, this is the Captain.  Go ahead.
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Exhales, then plants his butt nonetheless. He glances out of his office to ensure the staff are on alert, but they seem to have a firm idea of what the flashing lights are all about.::
Host Governor_Fara says:
@::turns to the CTO while the CO is "busy":: CTO: While we arrange to have something made for your arrival can I interest you in a short tour of this building at its grounds?  The gardens are quite lovely this time of night!
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Sighs as both officers look back at her and shake their heads.::  SO: Keep your eyes on the master satellite.  TO: Keep an eye out for everything else.
CTO_Faris says:
@::Nods instantly, rather eager to go out and about. But then he pauses:: Fara: Pending the Captains permission of course.
FCO_Shania says:
*We picked up an unidentified energy signature in the lower atmosphere of the planet. It has the same signature as that sensor ghost we picked up on our way here.*
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Checks through the updates the XO made to his orders, then introduces himself to the computer and requests a breakdown of the crew's medical status and history.::
TO_Tolson says:
XO: I don't know if this is correct, but by what little we did record, the energy signal was heading in the direction of the captain's party.
Host Governor_Fara says:
@CTO: Of course! Always have to check with the leaders eh?! ::having moved close to the CTO gives his a rather hard pat on the arm::
SO_Silver says:
XO: If so, they would already have arrived by now.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
FCO: Relay to the captain.
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::Ewan holds back a chuckle::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
TO: Keep your finger near that transport button.
CTO_Faris says:
@::Gives a half smile:: Fara: It's an honor to serve, so duty comes first. Though I have to admit a certain amount of curiosity at any new land.
CO_Savar says:
@*FCO*: What is its position relative to the Luna or the satellites?  Is it moving?
FCO_Shania says:
*CO* Sensors indicate that the signal is moving in your direction.
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
*CO*: Actually, it should be on your doorstep if it maintained its trajectory.
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::Ewan listens intently::
CO_Savar says:
@*XO/FCO*: Strange.  Does it appear to be a ship of some sort, can you tell?
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Puts in a request for engineering to run full diagnostics on all sickbay equipment at their earliest convenience, then finally settles back to wait for the flood.::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
:: Looks behind her at tactical.::
Host Govenor_Fara says:
@::rocks gently on his heels while he waits for "the decision":: CTO: We share that curiosity, and with your federations help we hope to be able to visit many new worlds!
CTO_Faris says:
@::Smiles more openly at that:: Fara: A worthwhile goal. There is much too much universe out there to explore to just stay looking at the same sky all the time. You should take a trip to Risa.
TO_Tolson says:
:: shakes his head.::
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Taps his fingers on his desk, then grabs a medical tricorder and heads out of his office, striding on through sickbay and back to the TL.::
CMO_Anghelides says:
::Heads on up to the bridge.::
XO_Cmd_Singh says:
*XO*: Uncertain... it is up in the air, but it might not be just as much as it could be at this moment.  Given it was trailing us earlier, I think I would go for the latter.
CIV_Capt_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::Ewan looks over:: CTO/Fara: Only if your single, not really a place for those who are married to go alone.
CTO_Faris says:
@:Grins toothily:: CIV: It pays to be single. At times.
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=    End Mission   =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

